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Doors open to physical science building
by Carol* Hornberger
stall reporter

The doors of the $7.2 million
Physical Sciences Laboratory
were opened to University professors, students and industries at
yesterday's dedication.
After eight years of delay, the
building is ready to provide a safe
and clean environment for training
students, according to Dr. Douglas
Neckers, chairman of the University's chemistry department.
Neckers explained the Physical
Sciences Laboratory, designed by
the Toledo architectural firm of
Munger and Munger Associates
and built by Vesta Construction Co.
of Bellefontaine, was part of a
developing plan begun in 1960 for
the campus.
Neckers said when it was the
chemistry department's chance for
a new building in 1970, college
enrollment began to decline. This
caused a decrease in available
funds, delaying the plans for the
building.
However, in 1976, a definite need
for a new laboratory was acknowledged by Dr. Hollis Moore, then
University president, Neckers
said.
"I had taken him on a tour of
Overman Hall, where the chemistry labs were and still are located,
and all he could say was we really
need a new building," he said.
ACCORDING TO Neckers. the
facilities Moore saw are still there.
Neckers described Overman
Hall as unsafe, dirty and ugly with
only one laboratory meeting contemporary chemistry standards.
"Many of the labs in Overman
are dangerous," he said. "There

Space
odyssey
Dale Smith, Planetarium Director and
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Assistant Professor of Physics and Astronomy, is at the controls in thj
Planetarium of the newly dedicated Phys ical Science building.

are safety problems which the new
laboratory has definitely taken
care of."
Some of the problems Neckers
spoke of involved toxic fumes.
"There was no sufficient way to
?et rid of it," he said. "There are
ume hoods but they are improper
in ventilating the gas out."

Storage facilities in Overman are
also a problem. Neckers said seven
or eight thousand gallons of flammable liquid are located under the
largest laboratory room. He said
that is fine as long as it is properly
sealed, but sometimes It is not.
"Our biggest problem was that
the shape Overman Hall hurt the

image of the University and the
chemistry department because it
looked so awful," he said. "How
were we to get prospective chemistry students to come to Bowling
Green with facilities such as they
were, even though some improvements were being made?" he
added.

AFTER NUMEROUS attempts
to obtain proper funding to cover
the construction cost, the newest
addition to the University will take
care of both the safety and image
problems, according to Neckers.
"This is a building students and
teachers can be proud of," he said.
"The Physical Sciences Building
represents a major resource in
Croviding the capacity to teach and
ain our students."
Neckers said the five-story building will be used primarily by the
Department of Chemistry. However, the building will aid industrial research and the department
of physics and astronomy.
The building has 18 research
laboratories, nine rooms for nonportable scientific instruments, a
planetarium and a rooftop observatory.
One of the new instruments is the
gas cromatigraphy mass spectrometer, which can identify a substance by breaking it down-into
molecular weight. It can also tell
where it comes from.
For example, if a drop of water
were put in the computer, it could
identify the water as that of Lake
Erie.
University President Paul Olscamp said at the ribbon cutting
ceremony yesterday.with science
Elaying a role in weaponry, he
opes the new facilities "will help
train giants who will lead us to the
path of knowledge and hopefully to
a road of peace.
U.S. Congressman Delbert
Latta, R-Bowhng Green, also commented, "The laboratory makes
this great University an even
greater one."

Salvadoran
murdered
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
(AP) - Gunmen riding in a taxi assassinated the highest-ranking Salvadoran employee of the U.S. Embassy
security staff yesterday as his car
stopped at a traffic light, an embassy
spokesman said.
The yellow taxi full of armed men
drew alongside the car driven by
Joaquim Alfredo Zapata Romero and
the gunmen opened fire, killing him
instantly and wounding his wife,
spokesperson Gregory Lagana said.
Yolanda Zapata was wounded in the
face and neck, Lagana said, but the
couple's daughter Lindora, also riding in the car, was not injured.
There was no immediate claim of
responsibility. .
Lagana said the security official
had worked for the embassy for eight
years and was chief of Salvadoran
security personnel at the embassy,
responsible for about 20 full-time security agents.
The spokesman said Zapata had
nothing to do with investigations of
rightist death squads that have been
accused of many of the murders of
civilians since the start of El Salvador's civil war.
"HE WAS A routine investigator,"
Lagana said. "I don't suspect anyone
yet."
Zapata had worked for the National
Police for 22 years, and for about
seven years had been chief of the
police criminal investigations unit, a
police spokesman said.
In other developments, leftist guerrillas announced the election of a
"provisional president" in the northern province of Chalatenango, and the
eastern third of the country was
blacked out by rebel sabotage.

Showing of 'The Day After' highlights Peace Week activities
by Teresa Perrettl
staff reporter

A cloud of dust hangs over a once
thriving metropolis, what was once a
bun of activity and energy is now a
vast wasteland without living, breathing beings.
The University coalition for world
peace is showing The Day After on

Thursday, April 19, 111 South Hall
at 4 p.m. as part of a student awareness program on nuclear attack.
In an effort to make people more
aware of the possibility of nuclear
war, members of various University
organizations have pooled their resources together for Peace Week,
which began yesterday. The goal is to
achieve an "awareness" to nuclear
weapons and world peace

The Bowling Green Peace Coalition, Women for Women. World Student Association, The United
Christian Fellowship, Honor Student
Association and Social Justice Committee are sponsoring the week, one
that began three years ago as Ground
Zero Week.
Scheduled during Peace Week is a
lecture on the morality of nuclear
weapons and various movies, includ-

ing a videotape of The Day After.
We are doing our own thing here at
BG," Ross Miller, director of United
Christian Fellowship, said. "We have
combined sponsors and are eager to
have a grassroots discussion about
nuclear war."
All of the lectures and movies deal
with aspects of nuclear weapons and
their effects on the physical and psychological makeup of people.

"Ashes to Ashes" deals more with
the psychological aspects of the
buildup of nuclear weapons, whereas
"The Day After" deals more with the
physical qualities," Greg Haas, codirector of Peace Week and senior
math major, said.
According to Haas, the primary
goal is to create a discussion about the
issue on campus.
"Hopefully they (students) will

form some solid opinions on the subject. We want them (students) to
think about it," Haas said.
Alone with the lectures and movies
schedule, a peace vigil will be held
tommorow starting at 7:30 p.m. in the
Union oval.
" A lighted haze will be seen as
those concerned with the future light
candles, sing and read and hope for a
peaceful future," Haas said.

First of its kind in Ohio

Attorney hired for SLS
chosen because he was the best available candidate from the final field of
25 persons.

by J. 05535 Gurnlck
S'Ofl reporter

After two years of work by endless
numbers of students and professors,
the Student Legal Service has become
a reality.
At the University's Firelands Camput Friday, the Board of Trustees
announced they had reached a contractual agreement with Karl Sutter,
a Columbus attorney.
; Sutter was hired at an annual salary of $20,000 to act as an attorney for
'Bowling Green's student population,
making the University the first state
school to offer such a service.
According to William Spengler,
chairman of the University Finance
Committee, the decision to hire Sutter
was based on his logical approach to
the legal system and impressive
background. Spengler said Sutter was

Sutler's salary will be paid entirely
through the students' tees. Eighty
ercent of University students chose
make the additional payment of $2
per semester for SLS, according to
Cliff Boutelle, director of University
public relations.
Sutter is required to maintain
scheduled office hours on campus and
a flexible 40-hour work week, according to the agreement approved Friday.
Sutter said he is optimistic about
taking the position because he knows
what to expect on a college campus.
"Working out of the Columbus Municipal Courts has familiarized me
with Ohio State students... the problems that they have had should be
about the same at Bowling Green -

and you have to remember I was a
student too," Sutter said.
Sutter plans to arrive at the University on May 8 to move into his University Union office and begin work,
"making my face seen and meeting
with University and community
members," Sutter said.
Specific guidelines have been established regarding who will be allowed
to use the SLS. These cases might
include tenant/landlord problems,
consumer problems, domestic relations and family law matters, such as
students dealing with the legal aspects of adoption.
Students can also use the service for
minor criminal misdemeanor
charges, but cannot use them for a
felony offense.
The service cannot be used by a
student against the University or another student, according to the
guidelines.

iotto winner strikes up the band
J COLUMBUS (AP) - An auto
upholsterer who won $1.9 million in
the state's weekly Ohio Lotto game
hired a band to day 'Take This Job
and Shove It" to his boss Monday
morning, but said he would continue
to work for at least two more weeks.
Michael McDaniel, 31, was the lone
person to win the jackpot in Saturday

night's drawing. McDaniel's ticket
correctly matched all six numbers
drawn - 2, 7, 29, 31, 33 and 35 - to be
eligible for after-tax payments of
$76,827.36 a year for the next 20 years.
At a news conference, McDaniel
said he learned he had a winning
ticket Sunday morning while at a
local tavern. He said he promptly

hired a band to play the Johnny Paycheck song for his boss, Clarence
Jones, owner of J & J Custom Seat
Covers.
"I told my boss if I ever hit it.
Jou're gonna hear the band," said
IcDaniel, who is manager at J&J. "I
had to do it this morning; I told 'em
I'd be back tomorrow, though."
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•The 34th annual Delta Upsilon Bike
Race, held Saturday, was disrupted
by oncoming traffic. Page 3.
•This year's Ms. Bronze pageant was
held this weekend with Sandy Stevens
being crowned queen of the event.
Page 4.

weather

K
Chance of ram. possibly turning to
snow overnight. High in the mid-40s
and a low in the 30s

Sandy Stevens

See related story, page 4.
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-—editorial—- Scrooge denies briefing Cratchit
Athletes should do
more than 'just' pass
The National College Athletic Association adopted new
academic policies last year which set higher standards
for college-bound athletes.
•
However, the NCAA has said it will allow a student to
participate athletically as long as he promisies a coach he
will "try" to improve his academic standing.
We believe this policy does nothing to eliminate the
academic injustices committed by coaches in the name of
keeping their players on the field. We find it hard to believe
any coach would seriously doubt the moral fortitude of a
seven foot tall high school senior promising to "study
harder."
A Clemson University study shows the NCAA as well as
high school officials have neglected to inform their athletes
of the new rulings at all, which forces student-athletes to play
catch-up in order to fall within the new academic guidelines.
We can only wonder about the seriousness with which the
NCAA holds the new rules, when they make no attempt to
publicize them.
The new requirements - a grade-point average of at least a
2.0 in a core curriculum of 11 specified courses including
math, English, and science, and a score of at least 700 on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test or 15 on the American College
Testing Program Assessment - are far below that of an
average high school senior. These are also far below that of
most college admissions boards. How could the NCAA
seriously think such a proposal would eliminate the problem
of academic inferiority among student-athletes?
College athletics is suffering from the stigma of a "do
anything to win" attitude, and as long as the NCAA allows
academic violations along with recruiting and alumni financial violations, this attitude will remain.
Colleges have got to stop letting in students far below their
normal academic standards just because they can shoot
basketballs or throw footballs. Normal students must measure up to acceptance standards, so should athletes.
The NCAA ruling should make universities force studentathletes to qualify under normal academic standards for that
institution, not standards that qualify merely to graduate
from high school.

by Art Buchwald

"Mr. Scrooge, thank you for appearing in front of the committee in regard
to the confirmation of Her Majesty's
Minister of Justice. We would like you
to clear up some questions, please.
When did you first get to know the
nominee?"
"I never really did know the nominee personally, though I became a big
admirer of his after he said there
were no hungry people in England."
"Didn't you buy his house in Devonshire?"
"No, my employee Bob Cratchit
bought his bouse in Devonshire."
''Row did that come about?"
"Well, to the best of my recollection, someone in the Prime Minister's
office contacted me and said the nominee had a house for sale in Devonshire and asked if I wanted to buy
it. The home had been on the market
for 20 months, and the Minister of
Justice had already bought a house in
Piccadilly. He was carrying two
heavy mortgages, which was quite a

burden, although the Marley Savings
and Loan people were not pressing
him for the money."
"Didn't that strike you as
strange?"
"Not really. Banks never liked to
press someone who works that closely
with the Prime Minister. "
"So tell us what transpired, Mr.
Scrooge."
"I didn't want the bouse myself, so I
arranged for Cratchit to purchase it."
"Did your employee Bob Cratchit
have the money to buy the house in
Devonshire?"
"No, my lord, I loaned him 70.000
pounds for a down payment and then
arranged with the Marley Savings &
Loan Company for a mortgage for
Cratchit of 240,000 quid."
"At what interest?"
"I believe it was at 11 percent."
"Wasn't that a very low interest
rate for a mortgage at that time?"
"Yes, my Lord, but I knew Cratchit
had his heart set on the house, and I
thought this would be a nice way to
make up to him for what I had done to
him in Christmases past."

"So then, Mr. Scrooge, Cratchit
moved in the Devonshire house?"
"No, he sold it nine months later at
a loss."
"Why did he sell it?"
"I'm not sure. I believe Mrs. Cratchit didn't like the kitchen."
"When Cratchit sold the house at a
loss after you went to all the trouble of
loaning him the down payment, and
arranging a very favorable mortgage, didn't you become very ang7?"
No, Bob's a very good employee
and I value his services highly. If he
wanted to sell the house at a loss that
was his business."
"What about the 70,000 pounds you
advanced Cratchit as a down payment?"
"I forgave the loan."
"Mr. Scrooge, our records show
that you are a man not known to throw
money away. Why would you forgive
a 70,000 pound loan to a lowly employee?"
"The information you have on my
frugality is not correct. Over the
years I have become the victim of a

If you read the newspaper and
magazine articles covering the political race this year, they sound a lot
like sports articles. The candidates
and reporters all make references
like "full court press"and "coming on
strong in the second half," to the
election as if it was an athletic contest.
Except there is a difference, racial
issues are a much bigger problem in
this year's election than in the sports
world.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson is the first
major black candidate for President
of the United States and, like Jackie
Robinson did he is trying to break
down a "color barrier. Robinson
playing for the Brooklyn Dodgers was
a major breakthrough in sports. Now
it is unimportant to most people what
race a ball player is, as long as he
does his job well.
That is the way politics should be
played too. It should not matter to the
voters and the media that Jackson is
the "black" candidate, it should only
matter how well he can play the
game.
Except it does matter.
"The president's speechs about
1960's values of home, neighborhood.
church, hard work and less federal
government are striking home with
certain people worried about blacks,"an unnamed Reagan campaign
aide said in this week's Washington
Post Weekly.
"like it or not when you have a
heavy black movement in this country, you're going to have an effect and
reaction on whites in the South and
ethnics in the North " said Lyn Nofliger, a Reagan-Bush campaign aide
in the same article."If there is a
major black effort, you're going to
have some sort of reaction."
Nofziger, a pol from California, has
been in Republican politics since before be served in the Nixon White

Hguse and should know what be is
t on political trends.
In the same article Nofziger said
this reaction and the resulting racial
polarization, along with Reagan's emphasis on conservative values would
benefit the president's attempts to
remain in the White House.
"Jesse Jackson is responsible for
the polarization out there. He's certainly running a campaign that despite his rainbow thing is aimed
primarily at blacks," Nofziger said.
The Jackson Rainbow Coalition has
been responsible for a great increase
in voter registration and turnout in
the Democratic primaries. This
seems to scare some people, especially Republicans.
The Jackson campaign may be
starting a white backlash. The great
increase in voter registration and
participation of minorities inspired by
Jackson's campaign could be countermanded by this white backlash.
As of Sunday, the delegate totals
were Walter Mondale, 1,079.8; Hart,
604 and Jackson, 158.2. No one has got
the nomination clinched yet. but Jackson has the longest shot and probably
won't get it.
Even though Jackson may not be
able to win the Democratic nomination he has caused a profound
change in the American political
scene.
Jackson is doing what several third
parties have done in our political
history, supported non-mainstream
causes and then lost the election.
They lost, but served a purpose because the two other parties picked up
and used the smaller one's ideas, also
those parties raised the consciousness
of the public about their issue.
Jackson is serving a noble purpose
by increasing voter interest in general and getting social justice interests into the campaign.
Joe Phelan, is a sophomore photojournalism major from Maumee,
Ohio, and chief copy editor for the
News.
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Art Buchwald Is a columnist with the
Los Angeles Press Syndicate.

Reagan's wargames childlike
by Gary Wills

Let us say your teen-age son comes to
you and wants to borrow the family
car. His girlfriend is stuck at work
without a ride, and he just wants to
take her home.
The car needs a tuneup and is not
capable of driving much farther than
the short trip proposed. So you make
him promise to go nowhere but to her
house, and to return soon.
But then your daughter comes
home and tells you she saw her
brother lining up for a drag race. You
call the girlfriends'* house and find he
did not show up there. Without a car,
you cannot go yourself: so you call a
friend near the site where the drag
races normally beguiand ask him to
order your son home. The son does not

obey at first, but repeated calls and
interventions by other neighbors finally bring him home - angry, feeling
betrayed, and blaming you, the father, for preventing him from winning
the drag race with his injured car.
A silly story - and the silliest part of
it is the son, who lied about what he
was going to do with the car; who
thought he could win with a car that
was out of its class; and who blames
the father for his own multiple follies.
What story am I telling? Obviously
that of Ronald Reagan's attempt to
join the war in Lebanon. First he
asked permission of Congress to send
a peacekeeping mission to Beirut-too
small a force to fight a war (like the
car outclassed for drag racing). He
was going to do a humanitarian service (like taking the girlfriend home).
Instead, Reagan made the Marines

shells from our battleship, like a drag
racer careening through crowds after
being crazed at his own friend's
death.
It was an exercise in senseless
bravado, now compounded by the
audacity that blames the folly on
critics of the folly. President Reagan
has been successful in making people
believe that two plus two equals five,
Orwell's test of the arrival of 1984. If
the president can make people believe
this absurd version of his own absurd
Lebanon policy, then we deserve four
more years of him. We deserve anything we get. Since, according to the
Greeks, gods madden the people they
mean to destroy, we deserve to be
destroyed.

join sides (like entering the drag
race), and was rightly criticized by
the very body that gave him authority
to take the troops there in the first
place.
The most amazing thing of all is the
president's nerve in blamingY Congress for not letting him "win' a war
we were not supposed to be in, with
insufficient troops pursuing an undefined goal.
The parable I have woven is inexact
because it is too mild a version of
what the president did. To be more
exact, the son would have had to join
the drag race, killed several bystanders ana watched his girlfriend die in
the car beside him. President Reagan
let our Marines sit useless and helpless while 240 of them were killed, and
over 130 of them were wounded. In
return, he fired angry but aimless

If Jackson loses race
still wins in long run
to* Jo* Ph+lan

bad press. The reason I forgave the
loan was Cratchit has a crippled son,
Tiny Tim, and the burden of paying it
back would only have added to his
worries."
"It's very strange you would go to
all this trouble to bail out someone in
the Prime Minister's office who you
didn't even know. Did your appointment as Her Majesty's Undersecretary of Commerce have anything to
do with your intervention in buying
the Minister of Justice nominee's
house?"
"Bah, humbug, I was selected for
that position on my expertise as a
merchant. If I thought helping someone high in the Prime Minister's office out a finacial fix would have
anything to do with my appointment. I
would have never taken the job."
"Thank you, Mr. Scrooge. Oh. one
more question. Can you tell us if you
ever saw the former Prime Minister's
briefing book?"

Gary Wills is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate.
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Sandinistans really a
bunch of nice guys?
On April 2, while reading the front
page of the News, I found out something I never knew before, and that is
- those Sandinistans in Nicaragua
aren't such bad people afteraU. I
know, with the respectability and
fairness of the News, that anything in
the article would be pure fact, as the
headline indicated.
Mr. Bob Peaek found that "the
Sandinistans are very popular In Nicaragua," by talking to citizens and
others there. Maybe the reason he got
this view is because the people in
Nicaragua who criticise the government, are subject to arrest Apparently that is why no one said anything
against the government
I am sure that moat people In the
United States would like to live in

Nicaragua, where the only newspaper
they have is censored ana is subject to
brutal harassment. The Church in
Nicaragua is under police surveillance, and there is no such thing as
elections. There is 35 percent inflation
and 17 percent unemployment there;
people are allowed six eggs a week
ana must pay $25 for a tube of toothpaste. Like the Wizard of Oz, there's
no place like home.
I also learned through reading the
article on Nicaragua, that the United
States is causing most of the problems, and that we are not wanted
there. Apparently. Michael Kramer,
a political writer for New York magazine, and definitely not one to be for
President Reagan, was wrong when
he said, "The greatest myth about
Nicaragua is that the Sandinista's
turn to the left is a result of American
hostility. A visit to the region.. .and
talks with the leaders of both sides
help put the situation in perspectiveand snow that the (Reagan) adminis-

tration's policy, so chaotic from afar,
surprisingly seems more coherent
and effective than expected. The
Sandinistas, for anyone who cared to
read... described the totalitarian
state they were building and vowed
that their power would never be put to
risk in free elections." I wonder
where he got this idea, for he must
have been mistaken. I'm sure that
Bob Pesek and his Fellowship of Reconciliaition are much more respectable than some bigtime writer.
In his speech, Mr. Pesek asked,
"What is wrong with Nicaragua, why
can't we leave them alone?' I guess
one good reason, as stated in the
Kissenger Report on Central America, is that Nicaragua is a "base for
subversion, through overland infiltration of people and supplies" to El
Salvador. But why should we worry
about that Let the communists take
over Nicaragua, El Salvador and
even Mexico, just as long as they stay
out of the United States. To hell with
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the Domino Effect, just as long as we
don't have another Vietnam, right?
Recently, Mortimer Zuckerman,
Chairman of the Atlantic Monthly,
wrote an article for The New York
Times. In it he wrote, "I went (to
Central America) holding political
views of El Salvador and Nicaragua
shared by many liberals and centrists
in our nation. I found (in Nicaragua). . .a government busily consolidating a left-wing totalitarian state
internally, and aggressively involved
in attempting to overthrow it's neighbors." Fortunately for readers of The
BG News, Bob Pesek and his so-called
Christian group weren't fooled by the
real things happening in Nicaragua as
Mr. Zuckerman was. Mr. Pesek went
to Central America with liberal views
like Mr. Zuckerman. But unlike Mr.
Zuckerman, Mr. Pesek returned with
those same foolish liberal views.
John P. Nenranz
307 Compton Hall
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Race disrupted by
irritated motorist

bg news/april 17 1984 3

(right) Two cyclists ride through the campus course of the 34th annual Delta
Upsilon bike race held Saturday. Twelve fraternities entered the 55-mile race,
which was won by Sigma Nu in two hours, five minutes, (below) Jerry Koziej
of Sigma Phi Epsilon gets a running start while teammates Bob Gulosh and Bill
Marshall pluck Brian Yeardley from his seat. The sorority race which followed
was won by Gamma Phi Beta. Altogether, the two races netted $300 for charity.

University police are investigating
an accident involving two University
students and an unidentified woman
during Saturday's Delta Upsilon Bike
Race.
According to DU member John
Logan, a junior geology major who
was a corner captain directing traffic
at Willard and Ridge, the woman
drove her car west on Ridge Street
"clipping" one University student
and causing another to jump from his
bicycle to avoid serious injury.

Story by Ben Marrison • Photos by James Youll
flt,r.
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"I stopped her and she said she had
to pick up her son from karate practice at Eppler," Logan said. "I asked
her to take four extra minutes and
park in the library parking lot and
walk to get him so the bikers would be
safe."
Logan said the woman agreed to his
request but then "she took off up the
road - exactly what I asked her not to
do."
After the woman picked up her son
she headed east on Ridge into the
oncoming bikers. "She was going

"I came around the corner and here
comes this car," Herriman said. "The
car stopped right in my path. I
skidded out and just missed going
under it," he said.
The woman left the scene but her
license plate number was written
down. She told the students they were
a disgrace to the community because
she was sworn at and not treated as a
lady.
"What did she expect us to do - she
could have killed someone," Herriman said.

coupon

Special Offer ^
Carousel
'; Beauty Shop
$5
HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS

TOM
GORMON

"TWO MEN
BEARDS"

COLOR WORKSHOP
GET A PERSONAL COLOR

Expires 5/1/84

APRIL 17
FACULTY LOUNGE, UNION
7:30 - 9:30 p.m.

NEXUS

Meadowview Court
Apartments

C^

00
OFF 75«OFf
$1
A MEDIUM
A SMALL
ONE ITEM
PIZZA

ONE ITEM
PIZZA

With One or More Items

SALE

'4^

SUGGESTED RETAIL

GRAND OPENING

"CAVALE7T0"
"ACCORDO"
"LEMANS"

S

169.95
242.95
294.95

h44.95
206%
239.95

UWVEGA BICYCLES

CUSTOM MAXM
SUPRA SPORT

196.95
232.95

174.95
20495

TUNE UP SPECIAL '13.95
April 18th Thru May 19th
904 EAST WOOSTER ST. (nexi to TO's) 352-8578

Entire Month
of April
The Best
Appetizers
in Town

SUNDANCE
352-1092

352-5166

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES 4)30(84

COUPON

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.

MCATLSATGMAT
SAT ACTDAT-GRECPA
• Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends.

• Opportunity to make up
missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study
materials constantly
updated by researchers
expert in their field.
• Opportunity to transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 105 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

CENWOON BICYCLES

POTATO$3.95
SKINS

P^F **

> Complete TEST-N-TAPE*
facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
I Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

Bicycle Sales and Service

FfM minilNrrililp It MwmfHOM Milt* lot mm lem

203 N. Main
Free Delivery

8

> low hourly cost. Dedicated
full-time stiff.

CELEBRATING OPENING of NEW STORE
SALE PRICES ON BICYCLES AND ACCESSORIES

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

\

PREPARE FOR

.? Wcc!<$.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-furnished $265-unfumished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

OP*

CCjcTc

214 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

$225-furnished $200-unfurnished
all utilities included, separate bedroom

ilftrun At tfm tip af m UAO iKct

rst*

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

•all utilities included *gas heat 'laundry
facilities *drapes "carpet •party & game room
•swimming pool 'sauna
$270-fumished $250-unfurnished

A LARGE
ONE ITEM
PIZZA

/"

Moo Sat 9-5 30. Thure Hi 8 p m

3KEDKEN

OFF

WITH CLOTHES AND MAKEUP

140 E. Wootter, 352-0800

WED. APRIL 18

$2 00

ANALYSIS TO HELP YOU

Ask for Peggy Or Susan
Braiding Styles Available

FOR AN EVENING OF MUSIC
AND COMEDY
SM - 12:00 ,.m. GRAND BALLROOM
1.00

about 40 mph," Logan said, adding
"she was swerving all over the road.
An unidentified University student
helping the DUs, was "clipped in the
legs" by the car as he attempted to
slow the woman down, Logan said.
According to police, the man was not
injured.
The car was finally stopped at the
intersection of Willard and Ridge
streets. Gregg Herriman, junior
sports management major, riding for
Sigma Phi Epsilon, jumped from his
bike to avoid a serious accident.

GRE PSYCH & 310 • MAT • PCAT ■ OCAT • VAT • T0EH
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECEMG • FLEX • NOB • RN BOS
SSAI • PSAT - SAT ACHIEVEMENTS
SPEED READING

KAPLAN
IDUCA'IOMM CINTIH
TEST PBEBUUTION
SPECIALISTS SKEWS

Call Days. Eves 1 Weekends
530-3701
3550 Stcor Rd
Suit* 201
TOLEDO, OHIO
<oi Infotmitio*) Aoowt 0*W* CtMtxi
OMUMM U stale

cau Ttu mi MQ ?73 1712

Tuesday Special,
one day only

SLICKERS
Asst. styles, colors
S.M.L.

l/4off
open Tues. Eve. 'till 9:00 p.m.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
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Stevens wins Ms. Bronze pageant
by Mary Hltt
reporter

Sandra Stevens fulfilled
a little part of her dream
Saturday night. But instead of dancing on a
Broadway stage, she performed in the Ms. Bronze
pageant. Stevens was chosen out of 10 contestants to
represent the University
as the new Ms. Bronze.
The pageant, in its llth
year, is sponsored annually by Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity and is "open to
women of color," Garrett

Hudson, senior retailing the Music Play."
"Sandy really drew the
major and one of the coordinators of the pageant crowd into her routine because she was so expresssaid.
The women were judged ive," Hudson said."
on poise during the evening
Faculty members and
gown competition, creativ- administrators served as
ity and originality in the judges. Hudson and Jetalent segment and ques- rome Barclay, senior vitioned on current events sual communications
and political issues, he technology major, superadded.
vised the production.
Stevens, junior radioTascia Banks, was
television-film major from named first runner-up;
Lisa
Mack, second runnerAkron, entertained the
crowd of about 750 in the up; Tara Warren was third
Grand Ballroom of the Uni- runner-up.
Stevens, a Pommerette
versity Union with her winning dance routine to "Let for three years as well as a

B.G.S.U.
Annual Charities Board
BIKE AUCTION
Numerous Bikes, some jewelry
and other lost and found articles*

WED. APRIL 18,1984
Student Services Bldg. Forum
Viewing starts at 2:30 p.m.
Auction starts at 3:30 p.m.
Terms are CASH
(Checks accepted with I.D.)
AUCTIONEER: EUGENE E. ADLER
All proceeds go to B.G.S.U.
Charities Bd. for Distribution
'Students have until 4/17 to
identify possessions with campus safety.

Easter Greetings
On A Platter.

University Admissions
Tour Guide and a member
of Women in Communications, Inc., said she was
surprised she won the title.
"I didn't expect to win. It
was a fun thing to do. I was
shocked, but happy."
This was Stevens' first
appearance in a pageant.
She received a trophy and
a $100 book scholarship. As
Ms. Bronze, she will participate in social functions
ana ride in a parade.
"If I have tune academically, I will get involved in
Miss BGSU next year,"
Stevens said.

Tuesday, April 17
Job Hunting Seminar - John Lefevre, corporate personnel coordinator, will speak at 6 p.m. in 140
Overman Hall on "Job Search Stratel gies - Taking It to the Street." The
seminar, sponsored by American Iron
0& Steel Institute and the University
Placement Office, is free and open to
H— all.
O Winter '85 Amazon Tour - An informational meeting discussing plans for
~7~S the Jan. 5-12 trip to the Amazon River
\_> Basin will be held at 7 p.m. in the
Assembly Room, McFall Center.
Open to all.

(D

She said that the singers
performed exceptionally
well.
"The audience reaction
was favorable to them. I
just wanted to get it over
with. I thought I might
make first runner-up.
When he announced Tascia's name, I asked myself, 'am I Ms. Bronze?' I
was in awe for awhile,"
she said.
"I was afraid the contestants would all be competitive. But I was surprised
at the closeness that
existed." si^e said.

Baseball - BGisU vs. Ohio State University at 1 p.m. at Steller Field,
north of the Ice Arena.
Peace Week Event - "Ashes, Ashes,
We All Fall Down," an intense documentary on the physical and psychological effects of nuclear war, will be
shown tonight at 7:30 in 200 Moseley.
Free and open to all.
Hart For President - Hart for President campaign committee meeting
will be tonight at 7:30 in 355 Education
Building. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

GET INVOLVED!

Student Court is now
accepting applications for '8485. Available at 405 Student
Services.
Due: Fri., April 20, 1984

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENT CLUBS/
GROUPS/ORGANIZATIONS

Dish up
flowers
for Easter
with Teleflora's new
Egg Platter Bouquet.
Spring-fresh flowers
fill a white ceramic
egg platter
featuring
hand- painted
accents, lb send
it anywhere in
the country, call
or visit our shop.

Easter is Sunday, April 22.
Give the Egg Platter Bouquet
Klotz Flower Farm
906 Napoleon Rd.
End of South College Dr.
353-8381

IdcfkHU

Beginning this year, all clubs/groups/
organizations are required to renew their
registration for the 1984-85 academic year with our
office prior to the end of Spring Semester.
Registration for next year is accomplished by
completing and returning the 1984/85 Organization
Information Sheet to The Office of Student
Organizations & New Student Programs, 405 Student
Services Building, by FRIDAY, MAY 4.
Organization Information Sheets have been sent
to each currently registered club/group/
organization. Additional copies may be picked up in
our office.
If you have any questions concerning your group's
registration, please stop by or call us at 372-2843.

campus/local—
Symposium held

Education discussed
by Lesley Sprigg
stqft repQftef

If educators are to turn the
tide of recent "bad press,"
they must learn how to
market their "product"
and improve their public
relations programs,
according to area media
representatives.
Panelists from area
newspapers and radio and
television stations spoke as
part of a symposium, "The
Role of the Media in Influencing Educational Excellence?' which was held
Saturday at the University
Union.
The program was sponsored by Pni Delta Kappa,
an honorary fraternity of
people in research, service
and leadership positions in
the field of education.
Educators asked media
representatives why so
many news reports on education are negative and
why more positive topics
are not reported. The panelists said although much
of their reporting is positive, it seems only the negative reports are
remembered.
Bill Harris, public affairs director for WTVG-

TV and program moderator, said, "Society in general throws darts at
educators, but then educators pass the buck onto the
Jill Olmsted, news
anchor for WTOL-TV, said,
"The definition of news is
change and quite often
change is negative. But I'd
have to say the vast majority of the stories we do on
education are positive."
Mary Beth Zolik of
WSPD-AM disagreed, saying the media has been
critical of education in recent years.
"I THINK for about the
Kst 10 years, the media
s keyed in on violence in
schools and the negative
things that were happening. But we depend on good
public relations people for
our stories because of our
Small staff and we can
always spot the good PR
people from the bad," she
Rita Sobol, education editor for the The Daily Sentinel-Tribune, also stressed
the need for public relations people to provide the
media with newsworthy,
interesting stories. She
said too often they send

stories "about a fourth
grade field trip."
Sobol added, "Education
is big business and most
businesses run on a logical,
rational basis, but educators tend to run on emotional responses. A lot of
times, teachers' unions use
the press to fight their
mini-wars."
Although educators believe the media has a great
influence on the public,
most of the media representatives said their influence is not as great as
people believe it to be.
"I think people worry too
much about whether the
media influences people or
if the public's opinions influence the media," Rick
Gray, an education writer
for The Blade, said.
However, Marshall
Rose, assistant director of
University Placement
Service, disagreed.
"There is no doubt in my
mind that the media is a
dominant influence in our
society, especially television," he said. "I think
the media dresses up the
truth for the sake of entertainment and the news emphasizes the unusual or the
strange."

PART II in
MINI LECTURE SERIES
NANCY MILLER from the Center for Educational Options
will discuss
IM-

EDUCATIONAL OPTIONS FOR STUDENTS
TUES APRIL 17
7p.m. • MAC EAST LOUNGE • FREE

The University Board of Student Publications
is now accepting applications for:

BG News Summer Editor
& 1984-85 Editors for
The Key
The Obsidian
Miscellany Magazine
Applications available at 106 University Hall
DEADLINE: Wednesday, April 18, 5 p.m.

I

352-0564

03

1450E. Wooster

LENTEN SPECIALS
ALL-U-CAN-EAT PERCH
Potato and Cole Slaw
«3.19
Wednesday and Friday
GULF SHRIMP
21 pieces of freshly breaded, tender shrimp. Includes french fries
and our own creamy cole slaw.
Only
?5.49
DAILY, THROUGH EASTER

SOUTHERN CATFISH DINNER
Golden brown, grain-fed, farmraised catfish. Includes choice of
potato and a trip to our salad bar.
Only__
_*4.99
DAILY THROUGH €ASTER

Applications for organization seats in the
USG General Assembly are available
from Wednesday, April 11th, through Friday,
April 20* at 405 Student Services. These
applications are due back to the same office
Friday, April 20th, 5 p.m.
You are eligible to apply for one of the 5 available
General Assembly seats if you are a member of:
1. An Officially registered student organization
2. An organization that represents a significant
portion of the undergraduate student population in
sneer size and/or percentage of the respective
constituencies
3. An organization that'provides service to the
University community
t An organization that is in some way active in
University policy making

■campus/localMath education studied
by Dlna Horwedel
sign reporter

The Ohio section of the
Mathematical Association
of America met last weekend at the University,
drawing over 200 college
students and professors
from the state.

said the purpose of the
meeting was to discuss the
quality of mathematics education on all levels, including teaching
techniques and methods,
and to keep up with modern mathematics.

Swiss mathematician
Peter Henrici, world renowned for his numerical
analysis and a professor at
the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology, gave the
keynote address Friday.

Long said one of the
problems facing math educators and students is that
the emergence of computer science and combinatorics, used in computer
programming, sometimes
takes precedence over subjects such as geometry and
complex analysis.

Dr. Clifford Long, professor of mathematics and
statistics at the University,

He added that there is a
tendency towards math

bg news/aprll 17 1964 5

with more immediate applications rather than classical knowledge.
Visiting professors, professors from the University and students
presented papers at the
meeting.
Doug Meade, a senior
math/computer science
major, gave a presentation
based on an honors project
that he is involved with. He
discussed ways to direct
the path of a robot's arm
through the use of polynomials. Meade said he demonstrated his thesis using a
computer system he devel-

Program approval set
by Lesley Sprlgg
Stall reporter

The College of Education, accredited since 1954,
has been recommended for
reaccreditation by a 14member evaluation committee which visited the
campus last week.
The official renewal of
accreditation with the National Council of Accreditation for Teacher
Education will not occur
until June, but the accrediting body rarely overturns
the recommendations of its

appointed evaluation committee, Dr. Sandra Packard, dean of the College of
Education said.
"Only 19 out of the 49
teacher-training programs
in Ohio are NCATE accredited," Packard said.
"National accreditation
requires a great deal of
time and effort by an institution to prepare for the
review, but we feel it is an
important measure of our
quality."
In a final interview with

Resident angered by new pet ordinance
by Geoffrey Barnard
stall reporter

A BG resident made a
very pointed argument
against a proposed ordinance when he testified
with an unusual friend at
last night's city council
Joseph Arpad made a
lobby visitation with his
friend, Patti Curd, a black
cat.
The ordinance, which
was approved 5-2, states
"the owner or person having charge of birds, cats,
cattle, dogs.. .or other
fowl or domestic animal"
shall keep their animal
confined to their premises,
or be kept under "absolute

Ehysical control" when
iken off their premises.
People caught violating
the ordinance may be fined
up to $100.
Arpad, of 415 Donbar
Drive, objected to the ordinance for several reasons.
"It (the ordinance)
doesn't deal with the cat
situation," Arpad said. He
added the law is merely a
minor modification of an
older law which was intended to deal with "barnyard or wild animals."

Arpad said he testified
with nis pet because: "she
is the real victim - she
doesn't know where a property line is."
Several other objections
to the ordinance were
raised during the three
council meetings which reviewed the proposal.
Councilman-at-large Edward Miller, who voted
against the issue, objected
because he felt the fines for

owners of registered does
and cats were too high.
Under an amendment
which was passed with the
ordinance, fines for owners
of dogs and cats who are
licensed or have identification tags are not to exceed
$50.
Ward 2 Councilman David Elsass, who also voted
against the ordinance, said
he would favor the issue if
further amendments had
been made to protect the

PEACE WEEK
CONTINUES TCIES-FRI

RESUME
• Fast, professional
service

"Ashes to Ashes" ■ film on the physical
and psychological effects of nuclear
war.

Quality Printing
Typesetting/typing
• Large paper
selection

TONIGHT 7:30 p.m. 200 Mosely
PEACE VIGIL Wed. 7:30-9:00 p.m.
UNION OVAL

THE COPY SHOP

117 East Court St.
352-4068

HOUR
RESUME!

14-member team visits

Sponsored by BG Peace Coalition

FAST, FREE
DELIVERY
SWEEPSTAKES
April 16 through June 10...we'll deliver your chance
to win every time you order a pizza.

rights of dog and cat owners in particular.
Council President John
Quinn, who voted for the
ordinance, voicing the popular council sentiment,
said the ordinance "is
really just trying to do
what we've been doing for
Sears. It's the easiest soluon."

Introducing the FASTEST Turnaround
in Bowling Green from the Resume PRO'S.
A one page Resume Typeset and Printed in

University President Paul
Olscamp, Packard and
other members of the administration and faculty,
the evaluation committee
commended several programs of the College of
Education, including the
field experience program
and the graduate programs in the secondary
and health and physical
education and recreation
areas.

48 Hours
without any rush charges!

JtH dice's

Our Services Are
Many. ..So Give Us

a Call
352-5762
quick print, inc.

111 S. Main

LEARN HOW TO MAKE KAHLUA,
AMORETTO, BANANA LIQUEUR, IRISH
CREAM, CREME DE MENTHE and MORE

LIQUEUR MAKING WORKSHOP
THURS. APRIL 19
6:00-9:00 p.m.
Alumni Room, Union
$5/person due upon sign-up in the OAU OFFICE
•SAMPLE TASTING »FREE RECIPE BOOKLET 'MUST BE 21

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS
A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON
THE WAY TO THE FORUM
APRIL 12-14 and April 18-21
Main Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
(4/21 Matinee 3:00)

Adults s5.00
Students $3.00

CALL 371-2719 FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAIL ABLE
Box office open
9:00-5:00

GO FROM SENIOR TO
MANAGER.
Whatever your degree, the Navy can put you in a management,
position right away. You begin your Navy career
with some of the most sophisticated technical
and general management training available in
important fields like electronics, inventory
control, purchasing, personnel administration,
engineering and systems analysis.

And from your first day as a Navy officer,
you have decision-making authority. You're
given the level of responsibility you
need to turn to textbook knowledge
into professional know-how, fast.

two trips tor two
to gunny

All you need is a BA or BS. You must
be no more than 28 years old, pass physical
and aptitude exams, qualify for security clearance, and
be a U.S. citizen.
The Navy benefits package is outstanding: 30 days paid vacation
earned each year, medical and dental care, low-cost and tax-free allowances.
^tlllkAM/tilophonot
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If this kind of responsibility interests you, call the Naval Management
Programs Office:CALL COLLECT: 216-676-0490

OR WRITE: NAVY MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
16101 SNOW ROAD
ROOK PARK, OH 44142

352-1693

JGet Responsibility Fast..

state/world
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Ohio ranks 46th in manufacturing business poll
WASHINGTON (AP) - Only Michigan and Oregon have less attractive
manufacturing business conditions
than Ohio, according to a national
study released yesterday by a Chicago-based accounting firm.
The Alexander Grant & Co. said of
the 48 contiguous states, Ohio ranked
46th in 1983, slipping two notches from
1982's ranking of 44th. Following Ohio

in labor union membership.
"The states which have managed
their fiscal affairs without burdensome new state and local taxes are
the states that rank well in the study
this year," said Selwin Price, who
coordinated the project.
The study measured states on 22
factors, including state and local government fiscal policies, state-regulated employment costs, and

were Oregon at 47th and Michigan at
48th.
Florida repeated as the state with
the best overall manufacturing climate. It was followed in order by
South Dakota, North Dakota, Nebraska, Arizona, Texas, Mississippi,
Utah, Arkansas and North Carolina.
The firm said the study shows an
increasing ability of states to maintain sound fiscal policies and a decline

availability and productivity of labor
force.
Ohio had several bright spots, ranking sixth in the attractiveness of its
fuel and electric energy costs and
ninth in population density. The state
ranked eighth in the category of state
and local taxes, but finished 40th in
the change of the level of those taxes
over a three-year period.

OHIO RANKED 46TH in the attractiveness of its average annual manufacturing wage, 45th in average
unemployment compensation benefits paid and 45th in the net worth of
the state unemployment compensation trust fund.
The state ranked 42nd in maximum
weekly payment for temporary total
disability under workers compensa-

tion insurance and 42nd in the average percent of estimated nonagricultural working time lost due to
work stoppages over two years.
"National rankings are important
to manufacturers considering site locations," Price said. "But the strongest competition for new business
locations usually exists between
neighboring states."

Toledo Diocese recruits black Catholics Thatcher's vision poor
TOLEDO (AP) - With a goal of its parishioners "have been journeydrawing blacks to the Catholic ing in the desert."
But Hoffman and Anderson said
Church, the Toledo Catholic Diocese
yesterday enlisted the help of one of they don't want to see a segregated
nine black bishops in the county in a "black church," preferring a cultural
recruitment drive.
mix in existing parishes.
"We have never had a black church
Bishop Moses Anderson of the Archdiocese of Detroit celebrated a liturgy in the sense that we have had a Polish
with school children and met with church," Anderson said. "Black bishToledo diocese officials about ways of ops have a special task to perform in
reacquainting blacks with the Catho- assisting black brothers in the
lic church.
church.
Toledo's one predominantly black
HOFFMAN SAID when St. Benparish closed several years ago, and edict's closed in Toledo, the diocese
Bishop James Hoffman said many of did a poor job of making its parishio-

ners feel welcome in other prishes.
"Our hope today is that the active
black Catholics might in some way
find an open hand," Hoffman said.
Blacks are a small percentage of
the 348,500 Catholics in the 19-county
northwest Ohio diocese. At last count,
there were about 1,400 blacks in the
diocese.
"What we want to see are parishes
with two or three different cultural
and ethnic backgrounds, not simply
creating a parish where only black
people go to it.
"We in the church have never al-

lowed blacks to surface those creative
things that are so much a part of their
lives," Anderson said.
Anderson said Democratic presiLONDON (AP) - Prime Minister
dential hopeful the Rev. Jesse Jack- Margaret Thatcher has been having
son would not find a forum in a trouble with her vision since eye surCatholic Mass as he has in some black gery last year, but apparently is too
churches, but Washington said Jack- vain to wear glasses in public, a
son's goal of a "Rainbow Coalition" newspaper says.
certainly includes black Catholics.
"He may not be elected president,
Her eyesight is "worrying her Cabbut he has brought to light many inet
colleagues" because she refuses
things. Maybe now, black people will to wear
her reading glasses in public
get out of the idea that the system and may suffer increasing eye strain
cannot work for them."

as a result, the Daily Mirror reported
yesterday.
"Some suspect that female vanity is)
at the heart of the problem," the
tabloid said.
Mrs. Thatcher, 58, underwent sur-l
gery to repair a detached retina in her
right eye last August.
She tried contact lenses but did not
like them, the Daily Mirror said.

SUMMER SPECIALS
Efficiencies
$150 month all utilities

1 Bedroom
$175 month all utilities paid

2 Bedroom
$200 month plus gas & elec
(landlord pays water and sewage)

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road

Bowling Green, OH

332-1193

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

HURRY!
Order your 1984 Yearbook now
and receive a FREE raffle ticket!
1st Prize:

2nd Prize:

3rd Prize:

13" Color Television
Donated by K- Mart
1111 S. Main

$100 Gift Certificate
From Finder's Records
128 N. Main

Two $25 Gift Certificates
at Trade Winds
104 S. Main

We have more for less.
• New ownership - same great location
• Check us out and see the improvements before you lease
• Talk to our present residents about the "NEW" Campus
Manor - then sign fast.
• We are filling up, on-site Office (B-15)

OPEN DAILY
352-9302

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
THE MOST CONVFNII NT I OCATION IN
TOWN' CLOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIL
THEATRES. INTRAMURAL FIELDS.
FRATERNITY ROW BANK FAST FOODS AND
ICE ARENA

SPIRITS * EDIBLES

Drawing. Friday, April 27, 5 p.m.
Nam*
Soc. S«c. No.

The 1984 KEY
S4Hid to The KEY office, 310 Student Services and be
automatically entered In the Raffle.

] I'LL TAKE A YEARBOOK
l J
~ Charge the coat ($16.96) to my
account.
Do not pay for your book urrtl
you are bead by the Bursar.
] I WON'T BE HERE
In September. 1985. Mai my
book to the address on the back
of this card and M me $3.50.

Or atop by at The KEY or The BG News office, 106 U-Hall, to register.

PERFECTLY
MATCHED

jML

/aSsS^' ',J&

ISfir'JjL

• Gas heat, hot water and cook
inq included
(small monthly electric bill)
• Spacious 2 bdrm. apts.
furnished.
Fast, dependable. 24 hr.
maintenace
• In-house laundry centers.
• Plenty of storage area.
• Now accepting applicationsfor
summer and next fall.

iflP
jsm$&
^S^PBk
^^vtfV^^®)

Save 20 %

Keepsake'
Traditional Wcddin« Rinj.
Keepsoke wedding rings.,
yours ond his. superbly
crafted in 14 Karat yellow
or white gold . created
for a lifetime Ol love
and pride

W^
^ IE*ELRY>TORE
Mon 10-8 J
Tuei. Wed. Thurs. 10-3:30
Pri. 10-6 Sat. 10-5
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Falcon women split pair with Golden Flashes
KSU's Kelly Johnson got things
rolling for her team with a one out
single. Jackie Smolik and Sandy
Weather has not showed favoritism Mauser reached base on an error and
to Bowling Green's Softball team this a single to load the bases.
season, and yesterday was no excepIT FORCED BG coach Gail Davention.
port to pull starting pitcher Mary Kay
Poor field conditions from a rainy Bryan in favor of Helena Kavelaar.
weekend delayed the start of a doubleKavelaar gave up a double and a
header for 30 minutes before the Fal- single, and was charged with just one
cons split the series with Kent State. of the four runs in that came in the
The Falcons captured the first second inning. After the second ingame, 2-1, but dropped the finale, 5-3. ning, she allowed lust one hit and
A four-run second inning was all the retired the Flashes in order on three
Golden Flashes needed to give BG its different occasions.
first home loss this season.
The four-run outburst broke a 1-1 tie

by Sieve Qulnn
(assistant sports editor

and gave the Flashes a 5-1 lead. They
grabbed a first inning lead, but BG's
Sandy Krebs knotted the score at one
with tier third home run of the year.
Krebs finished the series with three
hits in six at bats.
While Kavelaar held KSU scoreless
for five innings, BG made some
strong attempts to come from behind,
but feU a little short. In the fourth
inning, the Falcons loaded the bases,
but failed to score.
BG'S KATHY FISCHER sparked a
sixth inning rally with her third home
run of the season over the left field

fence. Heidi Nesvogel scored the Falcons final run when Carol Wallace
knocked her in on a fielders choice
grounder to shortstop.
"We are not a come-from-behind
team," Davenport said. "We still
have mental lapses. One bad inning
does us in and then we get down on
ourselves."
There was not really a bad inning
for the Falcons in the first game.
Kavelaar went the distance to pick up
her fourth victory against five defeats.

AIX THE RUNS BG needed came
in the fourth inning with Fisher drawing a base on balls, and with two outs
Nesvogel followed with another walk.
Kavelaar helped her own cause by
launching a triple to right center,
bringing home Fisher and Nesvogel.
Helping her own cause is nothing
new to the freshman from Brampton,
Cut, as she tripled home the winning
run Just last Thursday against Miami.
Davenport said she is very pleased
with the freshman's progress and was
also happy with her performance on
the mound. She also cited some good
points from the series despite the

split.
"Our defense is getting better,"
Daveport said. "We are starting to
cut down on our errors."
Davenport will take her improved
defensive squad and a 9-16 record on
the road for the next two days. BG
plays Ohio State today and Central
Michigan tomorrow.
Falcon notes: Krebs and Fisher
lead the Falcons in home runs with
three apiece and have not missed a
e ui BG's 25 outings this season,
are also roommates...Going into
Sterday's series, Krebs was leading
team with a .301 batting average.

BG trips Cardinals in two of three
Bowling Green's baseball team,
previously suffering from a lack of
offense that allowed them to win just
one game in their last 10, exploded
Friday for 12 runs en route to taking
two-out-of-three from Ball State last
weekend at Warren Steller Field.
The Falcons took the first two
games, 6-4, 6-4, before falling back
into old form Saturday and dropping
the third game of the series 6-2, and
battling to a 2-2 tie in eight innings
before darkness put an abrupt end to
game four.
"We had a lot of team meetings last
week," junior third baseman Larry
Arndt said. "We needed to pull our
team together because we were going
our own separate ways. We've realized that with our talent we have to
play together to win."

and was advanced to second off a
Dave Oliverio sacrifice. Dave Engler
then plated Specs with a RBI single.
Engler also scored in the two-run
second off a Cardinal error.
BG scored two more in the third
after Reiser led off with a base on
balls and left fielder Rusty Krugh
followed with a double to score
Reiser. Krugh advanced to third on an
error by BSU first baseman Scott
Goes and Arndt sent Krugh home on a
fielder's choice.
Reiser hit his triple in the fifth to
start another two-run inning. Krugh
again followed with an rbl single.
Oliverio later sent Krugh home on a
two-out single.
Freshman Todd Hall, the talk of the
BG pitching staff, collected his fourth
straight win without a loss by working
five and one-third innings scattering
five hits. Carl Moraw earned the save
forBG.

SECOND BASEMEN Jamie Reiser
was the man of the hour in the first
game as he went two-for-three with a
triple and two runs scored. The junior
co-captain also added two hits in the
second game.
Falcon Doug Spees led off the second inning of game one with a walk,

FOUR RUNS in the fifth inning
highlighted the six-run, 10-hit second
game as BG eased to a 6-4 victory.
The tame Falcons that rocked the
Cardinals in the first game did the
same in game two.
Reiser again tripled in the fifth and
was sent Dome by a Krugh single.

by Marc Delph
sports eato

Arndt reached on an error and Spees
blasted a three-run home run off of
loser Sherman Murphy. Oliverio
added two hits in the game.
Senior Joe Becraft went four and
two-thirds innings to collect his fourth
win in six decisions. Reliever Jim Cox
earned his fourth save.
"We were kind of running out of
steam in game two," Arndt said, "but
Doug's home run sparked us."
THE FALCONS SCORED two runs
in the first inning of game three, but
that was all they could muster in the
6-2 defeat.
The Cardinals took their frustrations of the first two games out by
embarrassing BG with not one rare
play, but three consecutive squeeze
play bunts - all successful.
To add insult to injury, BSU added
two insurance runs in the fifth.
Moraw went the distance for BG
and suffered the loss, dropping his
record to 2-5. Cardinal Mike Roesler
upped his record to 4-5.
BG now stands at 12-16-1 overall and
S-6-1 in Mid-American Conference
play heading into today's 1 p.m. doubleheader with with Ohio State at
Steller Field, weather permitting.

photo/Joe GuioQ
Ball State's Scott Goss scores on the third consecutive squeeze bunt during the fourth Inning of Saturdays' first
game at Steller field as Bowling Green catcher Dave Oliverio (15) attempts to apply the tag. The Falcons lost the game.
6 2, but took two-of-three games against the Cardinals, with the fourth game suspended because of darkness.

Dogwood Relays not Falcon lady netters fall twice; win once
friendly to BG harriers
by Jean Dlmeo
sports reporter

by Phillip B. Wilson
spoils reporter

unfortunate that women are considered second class citizens down

For both the men and women's
track team, the Dogwood Relays
held at Tennessee last weekend
might as well be forgotten, although there were a few exceptions.
One of these exceptions was junior Laura Murphy, who finished
fourth in the 1,500 meter run and
set a new school record in the 800
meter run with a time of 2:10.68.
Unfortunately, her record-setting
effort was only good for ninth place
overall.
Junior transfer Barb Veselich
had the only other performance
that qualified for the finals when
she threw the javelin 142'8", good
for eighth place. Veselich's finest
throw of the season, a Mid-American Conference leading MS'10", set
a school record against Western
Michigan April 7.
FALCON HEAD coach Pat Brett
didn't make excuses for her team's
performances, but didn't feel many
of the athletes were given a real
opportunity to compete. Her list of
fallacies included excessive numbers in heats, poor scheduling
times (9:30 a.m. for example), and
the fact that the Dogwood Relays
don't offer a full complement of
events to the women.
"Competition was very good, but
one of the saddest parts about this
meet is that they don't give the
women the same opportunity to
compete at their full potential as

The men's squad didn't fare as
well as head coach Tom Wright
would have liked. There were, however, a few bright spots, mainly the
versatility of junior Keith Glover.
Glover ran a 22.7 second leg in
the 800 meter relay, a 48.2 second
400 meter leg in the sprint medley
relay, and a 48.8 second time in the
finals of the that same event.
The overall time of the sprint
medley relay team comprised of
Chuck Morgan, John Austin,
Glover, and Kirk Short was 3:25.43.
It was the third fastest time in their
finals heat, good for tenth overall.
TRI-CATTAIN BUI Hampton had
a seasonal best in the javelin with a
throw of 228*8", four feet shy of his
career mark. Although Hami
didn't place in the finals, Wr
has been pleased with his
tied progress and consistency this
season.
One of Wright's biggest disappointments was his decision not to
run sprinter Derrick Smith, due to
a slight injury during warmups.
The versatile Jay Harper filled in
for Smith in the 400 and 800 meter
relay.
The men's team travels to Toledo
today in a triangular meet with
Eastern Michigan and the Rockets.
Looking at today's events, EMU
and UT pose stiff opposition for the
Falcons and Wright realizes the
meet's importance as far as MAC

Inexperience and injuries seemed
to take their toll on Bowling Green's
women's tennis team during its first
borne quadrangle match last weekend. The netters were crushed by
Notre Dame and Miami, but came on
strong to defeat Central Michigan at
Shadow Valley in Toledo.
The matches against NDU Friday
and MU and CMU Saturday were
moved to Shadow Valley because of
rain.
The Falcons lost to the Fighting
Irish and the Redskins with identical
9-0 scores, but defeated the Chippewas 8-1. BG was forced to reschedule
its match against MU to 7 a.m. Satur-

seasoned veterans, while BG's squad
is comprised of many newcomers.
Scheper and Brooks were replaced
Diane Hamilton and Katrina Coleman
after their singles matches against
the Redskins. Both are expected to be
play during this weekend's triadrangle at BG, Stack said.
"The early morning start really
affected our play," Stacey Hudkins,
second singles, said. "We were all
tired from the match against Notre
Dame the day before."
BUT STACK SAID the 7 a.m. start
was early for both teams and the
Falcons were just "out classed" by
the MU squad.
Stack said she was pleased the
netters' performance during their
match against CMU. Hamilton, who

Men's tennis team rebounds to win pair
by Tom Reed
sports reporter

In team sports such as basketball or
football togetherness can help pull
clubs through hard times. While tennis is hardly a team sport, Bowling
Green's team unity played an important part in its weekend matches.
After a disappointing 8-1 loss to preseason conference favorite Ball State
Friday, BG players returned Saturday with a positive outlook. Second
man Steve Beier said each player
rallied behind his teammates and the
unity was a key in their 94 6-3, wins
over Marion College and Central
Michigan.
FALCON HEAD COACH Bob GUI
said it is always hard losing the first
match of a weekend series and the

WINTHROP TERRECE APTS.
OFFERS YOU

$50.00 gift certificate
when you sign a 9 or 12 month lease
Before May 12th
WE PAY HEAT, WATER, CABLE
AND TRASH PICKUP
•Full-time Maintenance
1 & 2 BDRM APTS
Furnished & Unfurnished

400 Napoleon fed.
352-9135
Weekdays 9-5:00

day at Shadow Valley because of
inclement weather.
The netters are now 2-2 overall, 1-1
in the Mid-American Conference.
BOTH CINDY SCHEPER, first singles, and Lyn Brooks, third singles,
were sidelined Saturday during the
match against MU because of injuries. Scheper pulled a muscle in her
right leg Friday, while Brooks was
suffering from tendoiitis in her elbow.
Women's head coach June Stack
said the loss of two top players hurt
the Falcons' performance against the
defending MAC champion Redskins.
"Miami is definitely the top team
in the conference," Stack said. "We
really needed our top players against
them."
The coach added MU has a lot of

Evenings by Appt.

wins over MC and CMU were a credit
to squads' character.
"It's hard to come back after a
Friday loss, but this team really
seems to get along with each other,
there is no personality conflicts and
it's little things like rooting for each
other that helps win matches," GUI
said.
Gill said the BSU match was much
closer than the score indicated, as
only one Falcon player lost decisively. He added that the match was
filled with frustrating moments as
Falcon netters lost several close
games and were unable to win several
critical points.
Fifth man Alan Benson, who played
well all weekend, posted the only
Falcon victory by beating Tom Lazoff
6-4,6-3. While Jim Demos, Beier, and

Rick Boyson lost close matches.
SATURDAY, BG overpowered MC.
who last year finished in the top ten of
the NAIA, limiting them to just nine
game wins in singles play. Jim Demos
evened his mark at 94, beating Jay
Smithly 6-0,6-3. Beier stopped Chammika DeSilva 6-2, 6-1, while Boyson,
Hoecker and Kramer all registered
wins.
The Falcons posted their first conference win later in the day, beating
CMU, 6-3. Beier blanked Chippewas'
Dan Trevas 6-0, 6-0, while Boyson,
Kramer and Benso.i recorded wins.
The doubles team., of Demos-Hoecker
and Benson-Kramer logged BG's
other two victories.
The Falcons. 11-7, will open a critical home series Friday when they
face MAC rivals Miami and Toledo.

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A
Piedmont Apartment
SUMMER
818 7th St.

SPECIAL FEATURES
• 880 aq ft per apartment
• 2 bedrooms - 1 1/2 baths
• central Qas ad heating with
Individual apartment controls
• completely furnished
• UDWM paid, except for
etecHcity
• L-shaped Iving-tSning area with
balcony

SIQN LEASE
W/PIEDMONT APT.
RECEIVE
FREE membership
to health Spa
NEW TANNING
CENTER

$175/month
835 High St. 352-9378

SUMMER
707 6th St.

• wel-to wal carpeting
• bust-m vanity m hatway
• sound conditioned Interior
• anen closet
• cable TV
• fast recovery Qas water healing
• kitchen comes equipped with a • carpeted hale and inside
Gas range, stainless steel sink entrances
refrigerator, food waste disposal
• Gas-equpped laundry area
• extra large closets
available m each apartment
• Insulated window glass
butting
• sliding glass doors to balcony
• paab areas with Gas grlls aval
• twin beds m each bedroom
able for each building "

filled in for Scheper in the number one
spot, defeated CMU's Sally Schirmer,
6-4, 4-6, 6-3.
Against Notre Dame Friday, Hudkins said she and Scheper faced the
toughest opponents. Both HurfUns
and Scheper lost their matches in the
third set, M ,6-1, 7-6, and *-7, 7-6, 6-0,
repectively.
''Notre Dame beat Miami so it
looks like they are coming on strong,"
Scheper said.
"Other teams in our league play
many more matches than we do each
season," Stack said. "We hope to play
in more quadrangles next year so we
can be ready for the top teams."
The Falcons will host Northern
Illinois and Ohio University this weekend.

Golf story
to run Wed.
Editor's note: Bowling Green's
men's and women's golf teams suffered disappointing weekends with
the men f udshing 16th af 24 teams
at the Keppler Invitatteaal ia Columbus, and the women sixth sf 18
at the Pen State Invitational at
State College, Pa.
The in depth story by BG Newssports reporter Karl Smith will
appear in tomorrow's addition instead of today due to an Inadequate
amount of space.
Junior Brad Meek and sophsmore Dong Clayton led the Falcons
with 54-boTe scares sf 241.
Junior Clare Batista led BG with
a 54-hole score of 244.

LARGE 1 ITEM I
I Eat in or carry*5out 352-3551
I

Good thru 4/21/84

I^

TAKES A TRIP TO THE
NEW RIVER, WEST VIRGINA

yVHITE WATER RAFTING
• hydro spa whirlpool
• indoor heated pool
• metros sauna
• sun lamps
• complete exercise
facilities & equipment

April 27,28,29
¥J0 includes equipment, rafts and transportation
SIGN UP NOW IN UAO OfFICE

fow«*=

%mm

I
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SERVICES OFFERED

■OLD

rm w •—• e»

TMNK YOU'RE PREGNANT?
FREE TESTS ANO HELP
ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL!
HEARTBEAT
W-tUI

M

2S « 30 UILII SW «<•
HMtKMM>IM)MM

IHNHIMM
Apr! 17, 1964

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
"ASHES TO ASH£S,"AN INTENSE
DOCUMENTARY ON THE PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR WAR. WILL
BE SHOWN TONIGHT AT 7:J0 P.M..
MO MOSELEY. FREE. ALL WELCOME!^ PEACE WEEK EVENT
' Attention AM A Umlm ■
Formal meeting on WM . Apr! 18. In
UcFit Center al 7 30 p m Michael
Oatton. BGSU god horn OuroLMI. mc »i speak on recruiting and
resume wrltmg Awsrds we lake
PNC* Thai meeting • also opan lo
anyona Maraatad In xWvng MAR
KET1NQ CLUB lor 1984-1985
AIMMon aN Orientation Leaders:
Ortentatton Leader Rnln Day la
Sunday, April 29. Watch your mall
hsrdotejfal
CASH for CANS Laal wo weeks lor
Tacydng' Bring your aluminum cans
lo the Forum, Studanl Services today
Irom 10:30—3 30 You w* receive
20-* Sponaorad by me Em*onment Haraal Group Meeting To
night 8pm, 102 BA

J

VOLUNTEER FOR TRIATHLON
INFORMATION MEETING
APRS. 19. 9 PM
MEZZANINE RM AT SRC

IMPORTANT
latin Studanl Union Muling
Today: Tuesday April 17
830pm. at tna Amanl
Nomlnatlona and Elaetlona ol
i»«*«5 officers.
Your Vota Countal
Lawn Awareness Week OlacuiUon

LOST AND FOUND
LOST-2 naoUaoaa X 201 Hayaa a
gold, box cham necklace and savst
wah bluaatone and pearia Conlacl
Brenda Schey. Box 4909, S20 reward
LOST PAR OF GLASSES M A TAN
WITH BLUE STRIPED GLASS CASE
LOST SOMEWHERE IN BETWEEN
SOUTH HALL ANO UNION ON FRIDAY APRIL 13TH. CALL 362-7927
OR 372 3819
Found mala puppy. 6-7 moa. naar
Uanvtte and Wooster Cal 352-

362-5998
Found 4/11/84 mans jackal naar
McDonald's. 372-0661. 8—5.

11 a.m.-3p.m.

TUTORING
Basic Main - Algabra - Calculus
Reedavj — Grammar — Composition
Cal 874-3349 altar 6 p m
OAKHURST LEAHfdNQ CENTER
Profaaalonal Typing
flaaaonaMa Rataa
353 6859 Evamnga » wsskonda

Everyday $1.75 SP**"

ConcvatuteSone Karen Hakte and
John Graham on your lavaaanng I am
so happy lor you two
Love you both—Karl
Congrslulatlona lo Demee Stvealrt as
bang selected Sigma Nu Seeetheart
Love. The White Roses ol Sigma Nu
Congratulations to Richard Sharp on
bang chosen Brother ol the Year
Love. The Sigma Nu Wire Rosas

Expart Typing
Reasonable RaMa
CI 362-7305 altar 5 30pm
Word Procaaamg - Typing
RaaaonabU - Fast
Cal 352 6480

CongratJabona lo Keley Baker and
Dan Katen on the* paving.
Love. The White Roses ol Sigma Nu

TYPING LOW RATES
riaaumaa prolassonar, typed
352-5787

Oai^

Summer LOFT 1 STORAGE Service
Free bit pick-up and W lolt deevery
Very laaaoneDN rates Optional Ois
martkng available. 352-3838. manager. Preehxi Candy Cat now lor
■ ifcji malluM.

PERSONALS
AnrwCobumWinner ol Vie Art Scholarship Award!
I'm proud of you.
Love. The Roommate

Anniversary Sale
Mora wide Savings
Athletic Shoes and Sportswear
FALCON HOUSE
140 E. Wooalar

1

I ekvaya knew you were outstanding1
Congreluiahons babe1
Love. Simon

ENGRAVABLES
Personated grits cstslog.
send $1.00 to Ervgreve-A-Signlld
123 S. Mam St. FkvJey. Oho
45840
Wa we deduct SI 00 trom Itrsl order
HAPPY HOURS at SAM B'S
5-7 pmft lOpm-rnldnOe
BRING A FRaENOII

I.S.U.W.A.M.H.
You have made me very happy.
Love Awseye, Dlxon
1

USA CHAMBERS
HAPPY 21STI! YOU FWALLY MADE

ATTN: Mi M I SRS W/ OUTSTANOaNO ACADEMIC RECORD:
CHECK YOUR OCMB FOR YOUR
INVITATION TO THE 1M4 MORTAR
BOARD SCHOLARSHIP BALL!
ONLY HO/COUPLE FOR STUDENTS

HOT HOMEMADE BREAD

LOVE YA, CH1S

IJz Rockwell-Congratulations on
going active and being elected
pledge educator I know you and
Maty w4 do a great ob' You make
me proud to have you lor my little s»
Love Wendy

NOW RENTING
nr

This Week!

BOWLING GREEN STATE UN1V

90 EPS.
CONGRATS ON FC COS»MONITY
SERVICE AWARD ANO 2ND RUNNER—UP OUTSTANDING CHAPTER
AND TO BILL AND STEVE FOR
THEIR AWARDS. THE HOUSE OF
THE HEART MAKES ME PROUOI
SIG EPS. YOUR AWESOME'
RECKER

VISION
HNS and
MAMI

Vi BLOCK TO CAMPUS

WE PAY YOUR GAS HEAT/
COOKING & CABLE TV

LENS
and
FIAMI

Irsswraworaa Company hea Bummer
IMeleona eieaapla H MertaOng. Setae
and Adveraahg mtervlawlng m Student Union Canst Rm I at 1 00. 2:00,
3 00 Wednesday 1 Thursday. Apr!
tern a 19th
SUMMER JOBS
ROYAL PRESTIGE HAS SUMMER
WORK AVAILABLE IN MANY AREAS
OF THE STATE TWELVE WEEKS
GUARANTEED $230 A WEEK ANO
UP. FOR MORE INFORMATION
COME TO.
PERRY GROGAN ROOM
STUDENT CENTER
AT 11:00am. 1 OOpm or 3:00pm
ON WED. APRIL 18. 1984

F. rmss needed lor aummer to ahare
Partntew Mobta Horns S160Vmo..
own bdrm Cat Joy 372-5038
1 Mature F needs 84-85 housing.
Own room neceaa. Cal Peg alter
600 (218) 248-0382 or 3543187.
rentals mne. wanted kx Fal Sam.
only Rani is S107 50/monlh Cal
Karen, 352-1229

CAMP COUNSELORS
Outatanrjng Sam end Tnm Down
Camps: Term*. Dance. Semnasbcs.
WSI. AWaUca, NutnrlorvDielellcs 20
plus. Separate gats' and boys'
camps. 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Cotsge Cempueaa at Meea
Perm. No Careers), Calf Send reeume: Mkxaas Frleorram. Dkector,
947 I la atari Or, No. Woodmere.
N.Y. 11881, 518-374-0785

Mate Chrawan Juraor
Jour major seeks male rmle
kx both aummer I '84-86
Cal Mfce 382-8481

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS
FOR »44 THROUGH THE US GOVERNMENT? GET THE FACTS TODAYI CALL (31S) 742-1142 EXT
17S4.

F. narrae needed lor 84-85
Close 10 Campua
Cal LaaVSneaV at 362-4800

"NEW ENQLANO SOYS CAMP"(Maaa ) Counaekx Poamons for Program Ounlalaai Baaketbel. Cycsng.
Tenrai, Canoeing. Faxang. Kayalung.
Seang. Watersklng. WlnrJsurllng, Archery. Arts I Crsfls. Computers.
OrarraVMuelc. Electronics. Ham Radio. Overnight Camping, Video Taping, Good Oaartsa. mtsjre: Camp
Mah Kae Nee. 190 linden Avenue. Ohm Ridge. Ml 07028 Phone (2011429-8622.

AIL I NEED IS A PLACE TO UVE
NEXT FALL SEMESTER I DON'T
CARE WHERE OR WITH WHO CALL
352-4204.

EUflOPEI from J469 Roundtnp sir
(DetraiyFrsnldurl), S370 2 mo EURAILPASS. Hoetels Rainbow Tours
600V253-4014.
Abortbn. Pregnancy Teals
Student Rales
Center lor Choice
Downlown Toledo (41») 256-7769

M. rmss. needed for summer andror
84-86 yr. Close lo campua:
tlOO/rno Cal Brian at 382-3364.
far Summer. Please oaN EHan lor
aseto teaxnstton. »2-iao>.

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
NWOOO COUNTY
920 N Man St. B G
ConfaemeHieraonal care
Soecwl rates. BGSU atudonts
Convenient App'ta 364-3540

S380 Weekly/Up Maang drcuaxal
No briesee/rtuotaa' Smcerery interested rush reply eitvatope DMekxi
Headquarters. Bo« 484 CEV. Woodstook. k. 80098
Century Label t Tag Co has openings aval, saang custom packaging
to iamen. Corrsresakxi plus baneMs S18-25K Ural year eemmga
Cal Mr George Henry 352-7529

WHAT! THE PROSLEM— need a
sporty furniohed 1 -person apt. tor
laejwir I have the right one kx
you'" Ctoae lo campus. 403 2nd 8
reah St
Cal D. C. 361-0H0.
2 F. nuunaiawaa needed for summer
ITaaarxesxa Rent. Close to campus,
Cal Karen. 362-7285.
Rmss needed kx upper 1/2 of
houae.
1/2 be. from campus.
SIIOYmo. 6 uel Large rooms. 23882 or 2-3089.

Party Room For Rent
4-OeCUl
7m and High
352-9378 after 6: 352-7324

Sal Avon
For More raYxrrssson
Cal"ftr/Os
PftySs. 352SS33

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

78 Cougar XR7
Loaded w/extras. excel, cond. Black
Exterior. Red mtenor. Price to eel.
Grand Rapkta 832-7461

PASSPORT PHOTOS

CalaRar»p.ra-,aa»as78.
COUCH 8 CHAJR
PRICE NEGOTIABLE
CALL 354-111$

3 Minute Service I
Ps^sporta/Vliu/RtsumM

12 etrtng Ahexu acouabc guitar
w/cese. $160 (nagosablel 3527167 after 10 p.m .Bryan.

kinko's copiQt

Engash darts ft acceeaorlee
131 W WoOeterSI 362-6284

$54.88

Departs Friday - MacDonald East, 3:30 Kreischer/
Desfination - Brookpark Rapid Transit Station with
stops at Exits 8 & 9A.
Returns Sunday.
Call for Reservations:
354-2242

• Frames ond Lenses from the finest avaliobte sources
a Unlimited selection of frome styles ot me) some price-

Rental Office:

All MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

** across from Harshman Dorm **

Ct. 352-7183

$100. mo

Cat

Fum. 2 bdrm apts ft houses
Summer rates ej aashla
362-7454 before 5 00 pm
1 1 2 bdrm apis ft houses 9 mo..
12 mo . S summer leases 362-7454
{between 1 00-4 OOpm)
Need Mete Students lo M house kx
aummer only! Own bedroom-near
campus Phone 362-7386.
Need Female Students to IH apts ft
houses kx school year 1984-85
Phone 352-7365
830 N Summit Apt *C. 2 bedroom
apt tor 4 students S126 par per
son/562 00 s semester plus etectric
al eteclnc apl ( 2 sameslarmdnodual
i).

Houses Rooms-Apt* Summer RentaavSpecW Rates, 352-7385-Csrty

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
STILL HAVE APARTMENT
FOR THIS SUMMEfl ft NEXT
FALL.A VARIETY THAT
WILL PLEASE EVEftYONE
CALL 352-5420 Of, 312-1115

|fE

One block from campua on Ma mrlae
- Laeamg for summer, tap halt of
houae. S bedrooms. sMssty fur™aVn#u. iaH^st UlClMfl, e%arW ■"•fft^s«»T-

ator and utHMes are pakt SS7I for
the sassxaaar. Cal ISSSeBe.
Got a teb. need K aubtet? 1 bdrm.
fumiahed apt la a heuae. Ate., as
asj,,
utWtles Includsd m rant.
Only 1 block trom campus. Great
tor summer school. Call 352-SS04
basera 5:30, 384-1151 after S:ftt ft
THURffnN MANOR APARTMENTS
Air orxiraaoned. kjry carpeted, cade
veaon enVJenctea. laundry saotaas.
Maw keasasa kar aummer A a*
461 ThuraanAve 352-643*

FAIL ft SUMMER RENTALS
7 BORMS— % BIX TO CAMPUS
352-4871 day or 382-1600 eve
VEL-MANOH APT FOR SLIMMER
Across Irom Kohl Hal. across from
Rodgara Quad Clean, sir oonov
aoned. qutet atmosphere Accomodahona for 2 or 4 people One two
bedroom jaj kx lal Cal 352-2858

Lower duple., nmrner t lal. upper
duofcni: aummer ft fal, 362-0639
1 bdrm apt doss to campus 84-85
ached year 1-287-3341
Summer rentes. 1 bdrm. apta. and 6
bdrm. house. Ctoaa to campua. 1267-3341.
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Heai,Sewage,Wafer & Cable paid for by owner
Laundry Facilities and Air Conditioning
540.00 per semester per person
with 4 people

128 W. WOOSTER

An efficiency apt
352-7836 alter 6

UNEXPECTED FATHERHOOD
MUST RELOCATE! NEW APT. FOR
RENT PLEASE CALL 352-1346

2 bdrm. furnished Apts.

BASH RIPROCK'S

Summer Apartment
352-7756 alter 7 pm

Need 2 rnwraee to aub lease house
for aummer, dose lo campua, microwave, caahwainer, 2 refrigerators
190 a month. CAI 362-2189

Now renting for 1984-85

352-4671 (day)
352-1800 (evening)
ask for Tom

Srreth^ogga RentalHouses ft Apis kx '84-85 school
year 352-9457 between 12-4 or
352 8917 alter 6

FOR RENT

Buff Apartments

Standard clear glass I 400 to 300 Cyl

Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel

3 bdrm. houae, ftnvt 6 people avalabkt kx aummer ft fal does to
campua 353-8491. 9-5

2 bedroom newly rurrslhed epts
Now renting kx '84-86 FREE sate
■e TV Cal 352 2663

a Exam priced separately
Eyes examined by Dr. Kenneth G. Baker, O.D.

nghts. luaolng In axceaant condlaan. John Newhwe Real Eetste,
»$4-22e0.

USEO TIRES FOR A COMPACT
CAR. EXCELLENT CONDtTrONrteO
A SET.J72-27M MARIAN

over 1000 to choose from

Leasing for summer and full

$11 East eserry 2-SsVmJ4 person.
Near Otlsnheusr Towers. saoOraer-

SLIeaMfJUF ALL RENTALS

A-Freme Loft S75
Couch S25
Cal Okxi al 372-6222

Darrow 3:45

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
A SMALL NUMKR OF APTS. STUl
AVAL FOR FALL ft SUaWeER.
•• $21 E. attMV, NEAR OFTENrlAUER TOWERS, > bdrssM PER
SONS.
•'714-711 3RD ST. 1 BDRM.
"ROCKLEDOE MANOR—SOUTH
COLLEGE A Ith ST-i SORktS.
••Sit 7th ST. 2BORM
■■FORREST APIS-SOUTH COLLEOE ft NAPOLEON-2 I0RM.
"311 E. Weoeter.
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE Sa4-He0

alshsd. AC. apta now ranting kx
Saaaaar 1IS4 and School Year
ISS4-45. Call 352-4966.

'79 KAWASAKI 760 TWIN WITH
FAJPANG. LUGGAGE BOX. AND
TOURWQ SEAT. S9O0 or best oHer
Cal 352-2353 after 6 pm.

Weekend Shuffle

4 bdrm. Ml S. Prospect.
CsM elaWUI NeWHOVsl HeWl BaMHsV.

$100
352-4809
Wsson Go* Cluba ft Bag
SI 75.00
362-4809

CLEVELAND BOUND

Now Renting Fsl 1984
One ft Two semester tisaee
Futy turn
EfMenctes. complala
wrookx TV. Cable, al uetaes pakt.
Octet Almoaphere S286 (1 per).
SI76 ea (2 per) 354-3182 12-4
weekdays. 362 1520 anytime

19"CokxTV.
Excels nt conrjeon

354-3977

• Get the most careful and professional fitting
ond service

.' bedrooms: furnishi-il or unfurnished

Attention Can! say you cent earn
enough money mas summer urna you
check Come aae what society corp.
cam do kx you Inexvlewa starting at
1:00, 2:00, 3:00. Thai opportunity
might turn your aummer around Sum
met Internships aveasbls Muat have
kanapoftaaon See you Wednesday
and Thursday, Apr! 18th and 19th
Canal Rm I Student Union

vBa. OH 43450

W BREAKFAST
Ham. bacon, or sausage, 2 eggs
toast and OoHeo - Mon.-Frl.
I am. - 1 pas. only with this ad.
THE CLOCK BESTAURANT
412 E. Wooatar St.
Esawea 4-27-«4

BIFOCAL

$34.88

SUMMER JOBS
FOR SPORTS MINDED.
HARD
WORKING STUDENTS OPEMNGS
M MANY PARTS OF OHIO: $200 A
WEEK AND UP. TWELVE WEEKS
GUARANTEED FOR MORE tsFORMATION COME TO:
PERRY QROGAN ROOM
STUDENT CENTER
AT 11 00am. 1 00pm or 3:00pm
ON WED , APRS. 18. 1984

WANTED POOL MANAGER/LIFEGUARDS. PembervOa Community
Pod. Send apiJcaaona lo: PembarvSe Community Pool Corp., Pembar-

WIEIsW

SEE THE GREAT PUT—ONS. OVER
1.000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL

SINGH

Female Rmmt. needed lor summer
and or 64 86 sch yr Free gaa 5
water at RocMedge Apt'a. Cal Jenn»sr at 362-9334

Volunteers m Prograea
m announcing ma position ol Campua
Cnarmas Board' Coordaietor Apceca
eone avatabk) In 317 or 406 Student
Services Deader* la Aprs 30. 1S84
Ha sma lo get mvolvedl

VISION!

APARTMENTS

WANTED

Tuxedo Rentat-45 styles lo choae
Iron Jeans N Things 631 Ridge St
Open lorkght rl 8 00

GREENBRIAR INC,
352-0717
(039)

Houae lo anara
M. Oraduata Student, 'urn laundry
Avaastxe May 1 and Sept 1.
(irS.OOAm. mot uat Cal 3525436 or 623-3405 after 3:30

■OSU MOM * DAD SWEATSHIRTS
ARE BACKI Great kx Mother *
Father's Day grits or kal to show
biem tax you care. Order by caeYtg
354-3167

' EMcienaes
• U 2 bdrm units
available
DATE: April 17-Tues.
TIME: 9:30 p.m.
PLACE: MSC 210
ADMISSION: FREE

Houae to share
M. QraduaM Student, km laundry
A«eeable May 1 and Sept 1.
$176O0/mo aid uH Cal 352
5435 or 623-3405 after 3 30

PM Pal'anow Is yew chance ss
■eel new and eacnasg paoeli |uat
aak then lo buy a rente tlcketll
People are eheays racapVva to a
pretty race - ao get yeur butts In
near. Wa sat eLS.

Eaeter cards, slickers, 5 girts at
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge ST Opan
Tone* ■ 8 00

m

BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP
TOSSED SALAD

■*»

Phi: Oxigraaastons. we always
knew you were PN beta Kappa
Your Alpha Ski Brothers

Tueker Typing/Word Prooaaatno
when quaaty counts
Nancy 382-0809

6323.
LOST Sever, teal-shaped pendant 3
whlteslones. I bkieatone Reward

BnoMan Someone's Easier
Send Saloons
The Bstoonman 368-Soei

Damn glad lo know ya Thanks lor
evaryMngl

Att fV Bdi - AtHf ? M.
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354-3939
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
MEXICAN FIESTA

1
5
9
14

Any 2 Mexican Entrees of
your choice for one price!

$2.59

15

Per Person

16
17
19
20
21
23

2:00 p.m - 7:00 p.m. Saturday & Sunday

EAT IN ONLY

24
25
27
30
31

NOW DELIVERING
STARTING
ALL DAY! AT 11 30 am

U3-*1t«

Rapid Printing

BUY ONE GET ONE FOR
1/2 PRICE

l — teftti Mala -Urn e/Se»Ms>r

I

(Any Soecintty of Ecu"' or Lew Vakjel
DELIVERY ONLY
a,
Fxp.4-22-84

5I
IIJ

32
33
37
38
39
40
4'

ACROSS
Yardstick
Clatslly
Marner
Troubador 5
offering
In another
direction
Land area
Behind lha
scenes
Stage show
Railway car
Consumed
Vacation time.
in France
Dover
Urged
Takelha
measure ol
Outpouring
City of the
Oinra
Think hard
Bridge position
Theatrical award
Good buy
Grand Canyon
ipalure
FavO"'e
oe-so-s
Snnd proteCIOr

42 Jovial priest In
"hranhoe"
43 PR specialist
45 Grasping
48 Division
49 Serve
50 Voter's response
51 Practical fske
52 Make allowances
for
56 Derring-do
56 All-seeing
60 Sites for lookouts
61 Nursery rhyme
residence
62 Himalayan
denizen
63 A plus
84 Summer shades
65 Being

DOWN
Pinches
Spoken
Symbof'C gram
Flirts
Badgerlike
animals
6 Weiiversed
7 Type o' S.V0
8 Aiirac''vr-«ess
1
2
3
4
5

0
10
11
12
13
18
22
28
27
28
29
30
32
34
35
38
38
42
44
45
46
47
48
49
53
54
55
57
59

Thoroughfare
High dudgeon
Bathes
Penetrating
Charger
Bridegroom, in
Bart
Large net
Agree
At the summit
it
Comic stage acl
Beer mug
Unexampled
Tiptop
Hut
Member of
Parliament
South Pacific
Island group
Get
oul of
Condense
Roof parts
YukMtde spirit
Watchers
Mother Earth
Vehicle
Soap ingredients
Pan friends
Wsrbier Adams
Victory sign
Eureka1
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